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Juche Idea Illuminates the Road to Independence
On behalf of the Juche Idea Study Group of Denmark, which has be founded this year with
great encouragement of this event, I want to thank our Finnish hosts for making all this
possible bringing progressive people from all over the Nordic countries together in the spirit
of friendship and solidarity with the commitment to the Juche Idea. I also want to express
our gratitude to our friends from KASS in DRPK present here today, that has travelled far to
teach and inspire us about the victorious Juche Idea. We look forward to welcome you in
Copenhagen next week.
Today availing myself of this opportunity, I have the pleasure to talk about the Juche idea
that illuminates the road to European and global independence in the most scientific way.
Over the recent years we’ve seen various political happenings with the people expressing
their will of sovereignty, independence and freedom. This has happened in referendums as
Brexit, in Catalonia, in national referendums on EU matters, presidential elections – not just
in Europe but in all over the world. However the implementation of the will of the people has
lacked the scientific and ideological foundation needed to be a revolutionary success.
Instead false politicians and capitalist power has tried to split the people instead of gathering
the revolutionary masses which would be a threat to end the establishment. This shows a
huge revolutionary potential.
This is why we must study and be inspired by the ideas and methods of the Juche ideology.
Kim Jong Il, the great leader of the Korean people said.
“The Juche idea, the man-centred outlook on the world, is a noble idea of loving the
people as well as an idea of true love for the country and nation; it is a great
revolutionary idea of our times which illuminates the road of advancing the cause of
world independence forcefully.”
The Juche idea provides us with scientific answers to such important problems as the
essence of an independent world and its main ideal, the law-governed process, the subject
and object of global independence, and the principle and stand to be maintained in realizing
global independence.
Having the correct understanding of the Juche idea that illuminates the road to global
independence is of important significance in realizing independence of Europe, as one part
of the world.
Great Leader Kim Jong Il continues:
“To apply the creative method to solve all problems arising in the revolution and
construction in conformity with the actual conditions by relying in the creativity of
the people – this is the principle one should always strictly adhere to in the
revolutionary movement”
This tells us that if the right to independence of all countries and nations are not properly
provided, then disturbances are made endlessly in building free and peaceful Europe due
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to high-handedness, arbitrariness and interference in internal affairs. Present situation
urgently demands the scientific idea that enables all the countries and nations in Europe to
smash high-handedness and arbitrariness, aggression and infringement of sovereignty by
the imperialist reactionary forces and struggle for freedom and peace.
In order to build free and peaceful new Europe without aggression and war, all of us here
must clearly understand that the Juche idea clarifies the most scientific road for
independence of Europe and follow the road indicated by the Juche idea. However the way
is difficult we will keep on going because we know that the way will end up with happiness
and victory.

Through our experiences we witnessed that the Juche idea played a tremendous role in
encouraging and stimulating the struggle of the people in Europe and other regions of the
world who want to live in a free, peaceful world without aggression and war. The correct
road for independence in Europe is to apply the Juche idea that illuminates the road of
realizing independence in Europe and the world in a scientific manner.
The Juche idea says that each country and nation should maintain independence under the
banner of anti-imperialism and independence and realize genuine international justice
irrespective of differences in political view, religious belief and economic and cultural
development level in order to realize global independence in Europe and the world. The
Juche idea also says that it should strengthen and develop the world peace movement and
other anti-imperialist and independent forces and keep high vigilance against imperialists’
maneuverers of division. The Juche idea also says that the parties, organizations and
progressive countries who champion independence should support and cooperate to
conduct common struggle.
The Juche idea is, indeed, the great ideology of our time that illuminates the scientific road
of building an independent new world free from domination and subordination, aggression
and war. Today applying the Juche idea is suited for Europe’s interests to achieve peace
and prosperity in the region.
To implement the principles and fundamentals of the Juche Idea in Europe and in the Nordic
countries will not be easy. In comparison the Korean People’s high mentality and noble
ideological traits tell the vitality of the ideological work that has be done. In DPRK the people
are united behind the leader in singlemindedness, forming society as a family as a whole,
and work full of conviction, devotion and optimism.
This is far from the case in Europe, as in most of the world.
What, after all, does Danish, Swedish or Nordic mean anymore? Denmark, and other Nordic
countries, was once self-defined as nations with moral purpose: countries that would wage
war and revolt against slavery and tyranny, that would seek to spread free thinking and
democracy when so many rivals powers did the reverse. That sense of national purpose
waned during the years of the cold war and when the countries joined the European Union
and came to think of themselves as just another European country. We must regain that
self-belief to determine our own destiny as nations.
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This tells us one of the most important points in the Juche Idea giving to us by Dear Leader
Kim Il Sung. He expressed that it must always be done in one’s own way. In his always
clever words he expressed it:
“Koreans take their food with spoons whereas Westerners take theirs with fork and
knife”.
This tells us that the Juche Idea must be implemented with the understanding of the current
situation, the history, the culture and the economic development of a nation.
Great Comrade Kim Jong Il applied to this and told us:
“One must always proceed from the actual situation and creatively solve all problems
in conformity with it”
This is why we must create our own path and use the tactics suited for Europe – which
cannot be compared with the same as in the DPRK for Juche to prevail.
We, the Juche Idea Study Group of Denmark argue that we must let us inspire by the road
of the Juche Idea in the technical sense of resuming our sovereignty. Being inspired by the
creative methods of the Juche Idea the Nordic countries will be free to define a global
vocation again, with great inspiration from the independent position of DPRK today as a free
country in the world.
We, the Juche Idea Study Group of Denmark welcome this event with our warmest greetings
and look forward to study and work hard with Mallima speed to spread the Juche Idea in the
name of peace and prosperity.

We wish for good health to the Supreme Leader of the Korean Workers Party, the state and
the army of DPR Korea Marshal Kim Jong Un, the great sun of the 21st century:
Long live the international friendship and solidarity
Long live the eternal victorious Juche Idea
Long live the DPRK.
Kam sa ham ni da.

Morten Dam,
Chairman of the Juche Idea Study Group of Denmark

